Collective exhibition - Territories in motion - Lausanne

In partnership with the Foundation for the Sustainable Development of Mountain Regions and the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), the City of Lausanne is organizing a photographic exhibition at the Town Hall Forum from 27 February to 15 March 2018. Visitors will discover Lausanne’s sustainability commitments in the light of the photographic works of the SMArt program (Sustainable Mountain Art). Climate and energy, water, migration, agriculture and food, landscapes and urbanism, are so many « territories in motion » and as many challenges for the city as for the mountain.

Varnishing
Tuesday, February 27, 2018, at 18:30, in the presence of Natacha Litzistorf, Councilor in charge of Housing, Environment and Architecture of Lausanne city.

Opening
27 February – 15 March 2018
Monday-Saturday 10:00-18:00
Town Hall Forum, Place de la Palud, Lausanne
TERRITOIRES EN MOUVEMENT

EXPOSITION DE PHOTOGRAPHIES
27 FÉVRIER – 15 MARS 2018
LUNDI AU SAMEDI
10H À 18H
FORUM DE L'HÔTEL DE VILLE
PLACE DE LA PALUD
LAUSANNE

REGARDS D'AILLEURS SUR LES DÉFIS D'ICI

LAVONNE BOSMAN AFRIQUE DU SUD
ALEJANDRO LEÓN CANNOCK PÉROU
LUANA LETTS PÉROU
STIHAL REMLI MAROC
HASAN SHAABAN LIBAN